
Business Development Manager

Location

Uppsala, Sweden

Job Summary

As a part of our continued rapid expansion, Altris is now looking for a Business Development

Manager.

The preferred candidate is a creative, results oriented and information seeking person, with a

passion for developing business opportunities and closing business deals. A challenging and fun

area of the job is creating and developing relationships with top level executives from a range of

cultural backgrounds and fields of expertise. We expect the candidate to be talented in

navigating both commercial and technical domains, since both are equally important to

successfully create new business and develop long term relationships.

Responsibilities

● Initiate, develop and extend long-term partnerships with key strategic partners.

● Drive the product commercialisation by working closely with the R&D team and supporting

complex product development projects driven by customers.

● Develop a wide network within the lithium-ion battery value chain with focus on battery

cell producers.

● Represent Altris towards a variety of stakeholders, serving as a dynamic ambassador of

technical knowledge, both internally and externally.

● Support and contribute to grant application processes within the company

Requirements & Competence

● In depth technical knowledge about lithium-ion and/or Sodium-ion battery technology.

● Work experience in B2B sales is desirable.

● Minimum a master’s degree in engineering, preferably in chemistry or business

administration

● Doctoral degree in battery technology is desirable.



● Result oriented, creative and network-based information seeking.

● Ability to prioritise and manage multiple projects simultaneously.

● Strong organisational and project management skills.

● Excellent written and oral communication skills in both technical and business English.

● Ability to effectively collaborate with team members and customers on a remote basis.

● Ability to travel domestically and/or internationally when required.

● Experience from multicultural, social and business environments both from Europe and

Asia.

Other

The job is located in Uppsala, Sweden - however other locations can be discussed. The successful

candidate will sit in the Business Development team and will work closely with both our battery

experts and our R&D team to demonstrate, sell and deliver our products and solutions. The role

reports directly to Altris’ CEO.

The recruitment process is ongoing and your letter of motivation and CV should be submitted to

career@altris.se no later than 17th of May, 2021.

If there are any queries about the job or requirements, please contact

thomas.eriksson.spjuth@altris.se

About Altris

Altris was founded in 2017 with the aim of producing highly sustainable cathode materials for

rechargeable sodium batteries to enable a renewable future. Our research focuses on the

development of electrodes that are made up of highly abundant materials. The product is an iron

and sodium based electrode material that we call Fennac®, which is readily produced in large

quantities via a low energy process. It has many similarities with LFP: about the same voltage,

capacity, no thermal runway. Fennac® has however more abundant raw-materials and is less

costly, has potential to have higher power and better performance in low and high temperatures.

We believe that batteries should enable a renewable future without sacrificing customers’ money

or the environment. To this end, Altris is working together with Swedish and European partners to

introduce the technology to the mass market.

For more information visit: www.altris.se
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